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Painting the garage door significantly improves the attractiveness of the sidewalk without much damage to the wallet. The only real question is: which garage door paint should I choose? 826A IA/ShutterstockPainting the garage door significantly improves the appeal of the sidewalk without much damage to the wallet.
The only real question is: which garage door paint should I choose? Modern garage doors are mainly available in steel, aluminum, wood, wood composite, fiberglass and vinyl. Vinyl doors shouldn't need painting, but it can be done if you want a new look. How to choose a paint color for your home. The importance of
PrimerSome people care about choosing the right topcoat paint for the composition of the garage door. In fact, the composition is taken into account with the choice of primer. A good primer allows you to choose almost all topcoats. With the exception of wood or a stainable glass fiber, the rest should be with a factoryapplied primer hand to protect the door. First a bare wood surface (natural wood or engineered hardboard) with a good quality external primer, such as Kilz. Choosing an oil-based variety allows you to practically use any paint as a top coat. A latex/acrylic primer limits the top coating to an outer latex/acrylic paint. For
other surfaces, use a bonding primer to promote the best adhesion. How temperature and humidity affect painting work. Choosing Paint When re-painting a garage doorTo recoat a garage door or paint a factory-prepared product, the primer may not be necessary. An exception: painting on the existing latex with an oilbased paint requires a coat of primer. If you are going to paint a well-worn door, a combined topcoat-primer makes a good choice. Be sure to scratch the old paint with 120-grain sandpaper and clean thoroughly before applying the new garage door paint. A satin or semi-glossy paint provides a harder and more durable
finish. Upgrade your garage with floor covering. Best Garage Door PaintsA selection of the best long-lasting garage door paints with the widest selection of colors for your topcoat include: HTV Home WeatherShield by Sherwin-Williams, Sherwin-Williams Duration, Behr Ultra Exterior Enamel and Benjamin Moore Aura. If
your choice is white, or you can cope with limited color choices, add Kilz Siding, Fence &amp; Barn Paint, Montage Signature, and Zinsser Perma-White to your list of options. Ways to keep your garage warm throughout the winter.
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